
 

Past earthquakes play a role in future
landslides, research suggests

November 3 2015

  
 

  

Lake Stanley Rock Avalanche

The likelihood of an area experiencing a potentially devastating landslide
could be influenced by its previous exposure to earthquakes many
decades earlier.
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This is according to new research led by Cardiff University showing that
areas which have experienced strong earthquakes in the past were more
likely to produce landslides when a second earthquake hit later on.

Researchers speculate that this is because damage can reside in the side
of mountains after an initial earthquake, and that the consequences of
this damage may only be felt when a second earthquake hits.

These new insights could have important implications for disaster
management and prevention by helping researchers better predict areas
that may be susceptible to future landslides.

The consequences of the landslides that occurred after two large
earthquakes hit Nepal earlier this year, killing more than 9,000 people
and inflicting wide-spread damage, serves to show how valuable a
prediction tool would be.

Predictive models that are currently used to assess the likelihood of
landslides do not consider historical occurrences of previous
earthquakes, and instead focus on the strength of the earthquake and the
characteristics of the particular area, including the make-up of rock and
the steepness of slopes.

"This could potentially be a significant gap in our understanding of the
factors that lead to landsliding," said Dr Robert Parker, lead author of
the paper, from Cardiff University' School of Earth and Ocean Sciences.

After the Nepal earthquakes, a program called ShakeSlide, developed by
Dr Parker, was used to predict areas affected by landslides and assist in
post-disaster efforts. These new findings may lead to improved
predictions, through models that consider the legacy of past earthquakes.

To reach their conclusions, the research team analysed data from two
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individual earthquakes that occurred in close-proximity to each other, in
1929 and 1968, on the South Island of New Zealand.

The epicentres of the two earthquakes were around 21 km apart and both
triggered landslides over a large area.

The researchers firstly analysed the influence that standard factors, such
as the strength of the earthquake and the gradient of hillslopes, had on
the distribution of landslides.

Where the results were unexplained by these standard factors, the
researchers investigated whether the results could be attributed to the
legacy of previous events.

Their results suggested that hillslopes in regions that experienced strong
ground motions in the 1929 earthquake were more likely to fail during
the 1968 earthquake than would be expected on the basis of the standard
factors alone.

"Our results suggest that areas that experienced strong shaking in the
first earthquake were more likely to produce landslides in the second
earthquake than would be expected based on the strength of shaking and
hillslope characteristics alone," said Dr Parker.

Dr Parker and his team have speculated that the increased likelihood of
occurrence may be down to the fact that damage persists in the
landscape after an initial earthquake, making it sufficiently weaker and
thus more prone to a landslide if another earthquake hits in the future.

Dr Parker continued: "Strong shaking in a past earthquake may actually
cause mountains to be more hazardous, in terms of landslides, in a future
earthquake many years or decades later. You could think of it as
mountains remembering past earthquakes, which affects how they
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respond to future earthquakes."

Dr Parker and his team are now investigating whether this 'memory
effect' is seen in other areas, and have begun investigating the
earthquakes that occurred in Nepal.

  More information: R. N. Parker et al. Spatial distributions of
earthquake-induced landslides and hillslope preconditioning in the
northwest South Island, New Zealand, Earth Surface Dynamics (2015). 
DOI: 10.5194/esurf-3-501-2015
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